Participants Needed
For UVic Psychology Research Study

Research Description
The aim of this study is to understand how attention guides our visual system to process everyday objects. In this study, you will look at various pictures of objects on a computer screen and make judgements about them while your eye movements are recorded using a remote eyetracking system.

Participation Requirements
- 65+ years of age
- Fluent English speaker
- Normal or corrected-to-normal vision (no bifocal lenses)
- No severe visual impairments (i.e., a prescription of +/- 5.00 or higher)
- No history of psychiatric or neurological disorder or head injury

Participation only requires 2 - 2.5 hours of your time for $30 compensation plus transit costs.
If you are interested in participating, please contact:

(250) 472 - 5014
uvic.mva.lab@gmail.com

Location:
University of Victoria

Principle Investigators:
Dr. Tarek Amer, Assistant Professor, University of Victoria
Dr. Jordana Wynn, Assistant Professor, University of Victoria